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1. Survey of Sea Change Participants and Collegial Organisations.
For the Sea Change Task 1.4b Coexploration Limited as lead along with VLIZ and CiiMar conducted two levels
of research from August to October 2015 to look at routes of engagement. Primary research was conducted
through a survey of Sea Change partners and their designated collegial organisations to ascertain what
routes of engagement they use to reach the public and general citizenry about ocean literacy. The survey
consisted of force choice and open ended questions to gain insights into the partner organisations’ methods
of outreach and communication. From this a picture emerged of the main routes of engagement employed
by these key institutions.
The survey was created on http://www.surveymonkey.com. The survey is included in this report at Appendix
A. The results of the survey are summarized in an infographic, Figure 1. All the raw data from the survey
that informed the creation of the infographic is at Appendix B.

1.1

Recommendations

The recommendations arising from analysis of the survey are:
1. Use the top ten activities identified in the survey to increase engagement. These have been
described by survey respondents as key areas of interest and strength.
2. Consider activities of low utilization for engagement as potential gaps to be further explored for
mobilization action.
3. Further investigate the best practice examples described in the survey to identify key success
factors.

2. Literature Review for Informal Routes of Engagement of Citizens for
Ocean Literacy.
The second level of research was secondary research accomplished by a review of the literature for recent
articles and web links that address engagement in informal science education.
Coexploration Limited looked at the literature to gain background understanding of routes of engagement
for informal science education that are employed by education organizations. The review included various
perspectives on the process of engagement and how that generally occurs, as well connections between
engagement and learning. In addition engagement in informal science venues was reviewed to look more
specifically at engagement in science by the general public.
The following is a collection of relevant literature reviewed for this Task 1.4b.
1. Tepsie, a research project funded under the EU’s 7th Framework published a report called Mapping
Citizen Engagement in the Process of Social Innovation. (http://youngfoundation.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/11/Mapping-citizen-engagement-in-the-process-of-social-innovation.pdf )
This report introduced the idea of citizen engagement, indicating the importance of both
involvement and participation. Citizen engagement is explored both at the individual level and at the
community level. “In the context of social or civil participation engagement activities tend to be
valued for their positive impact on communities-through increasing social capital, shared ties and
trust, and on individual themselves-through increasing capabilities, confidence and being connected
to others, which is a key determinant of well-being.” The Tepsie focus of the report is on citizen
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engagement in the context of social innovation. This emphasis is on bringing more “diverse voices
and actors” to address solutions to social challenges
2. Engagement with an Interactive Museum Exhibit
Naomi Haywood and Paul Cairns https://www-users.cs.york.ac.uk/~pcairns/papers/Haywood.pdf
Learning and engagement are key to effective interactive museum exhibits but the relationship
between these two factors has not been completely understood. This article explores a hypothesis
of now children engage with an interactive exhibit at a science museum. Engagement incorporates
participation, narration and co-presence of others. These three factors arise from the specific
aspects of the interaction design of the exhibit. The exhibit is engaging if the visitor interacts with it.
3. Susan Fowler cautions in her article Don’t Confuse Motivation with
Engagement.(http://susanfowler.com/latest-news/dont-confuse-motivation-with-engagement )
She posits the question “How do you improve engagement if you don’t understand the internal
appraisal process individuals go through to become engaged in the first place? Although this article
is geared more on engagement in the workplace it does point out the need to understand the true
nature of human motivation, differentiating day to day, moment to moment experiences that lead
to longer term engagement. She concludes that “the quality of a person’s engagement is the result
of the quality of their day-to-day motivation.
4. Digital technologies in museums: New routes to engagement and participation, Carey Jewitt,
University of London, UK. Designs for Learning. Volume 5, Issue1-2, Pages 74-93, ISSN (Online) 16547608, DOI 10.2478/dfl-2014-0005, December 2014. This research studies different technologies,
contexts and purposes with the goal of illustrating the successful use of technologies in exhibits,
galleries or interventions.
5. Climate Change Impacts on the Marine Environment: Research Results and Public Perception
CLAMER (Climate Change and European marine Ecosystem Research,) 7th Framework Programme.
This report looked at EU projects that demonstrated best practice of communicating with the public
or policy makers related to marine climate science outreach.. These projects are examples of
excellent outreach both in terms of breadth and diversity. For communicating with the public at
large the research looked at exhibitions, expeditions, workshops, feedback and public involvement,
newspapers, TV and radio, films and movies and celebrities. The researchers looked at innovation
and novel outreach techniques, including social media and innovative tools, gadgets and data
visualization.
Recommendations arising from the research that related to public engagement included:
• “Outreach and engagement should be viewed as an integral part of the wider programme
and not simply an afterthought or unfortunate requirement imposed by the European
Commission.”
• Establish a designated media centre for newspapers, TV and radio to contact directly.
• Exhibitions and in particular travelling exhibitions are useful routes to engagement.
• Public should be interactively engaged with data collection and debate.
• Involvement of artists, celebrities or politicians can increase interest of the public.
• Social media is route of choice for communicating with the public.
• Establish an advisory group to help identify needs of end users in the stakeholder
community.
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6. Many Experts, Many Audiences: Public Engagement with Science and Informal Science Education, A
CAISE Inquiry Group report. CAISE The Center for Advancement of Informal Science Education,
Washington DC, March 2009. http://eric.ed.gov/?id=ED536412 This report describes how Public
Engagement with Science, in the context of informal science education can provide opportunities for
public awareness of and participation in science and technology. The premise of the report is that
public engagement with science means mutual learning by publics and scientists and in some cases
policy makers. It is not about one way transmission of knowledge from the expert to the public, not
simply involvement of audience in learning about science as is commonly presented. Public
engagement of science is thus” multi-directional dialogue among people that allows all the
participants to learn.” Its goals include mutual learning by publics and scientists for enhance
understanding of issues and opportunities, increased awareness of the cultural relevance of science
and science-society interactions, and recognition of importance of multiple perspectives and
domains of knowledge. These goals are consistent with the aim of informal education to improve
science literacy and increase participation of all in science and society.
The group analyzed mini case studies about informal science education activities and they mapped
clusters of interest within the public education sector.
They identified the following levels of involvement on the part of the public and these included:
• Publics learn from watching, listening and viewing lectures, media and exhibit, receiving
information in a variety of formats and from a myriad of sources.
• Publics ask questions of STEM-related experts and participate in interactive inquiry learning in
programs and exhibits. The public seeks information of interest to them.
• Publics share views and knowledge with other participants and with STEM-related experts and
contribute their own views, knowledge and values or data.
• Public participants deliberate with each other and engage in group problem solving and also
produce recommendations or reports.
The content focus of the activity can include the natural and human-made world, the nature of the
scientific process, the societal and environmental impacts of science or technology. The content
focus is personal, community and societal values related to the application of science and
technology and may include institutional priority or public policy change related to science and
technology.
7. Public Engagement with Science: What it Means. 22 September 2011 by Paige Brown Jarreau,
posted in Career, Communications, Education, Nanotechnology, Nature, Policy, Science Journalism,
Technology. What is Public Engagement with Science? For science, an informed and engaged public
can perhaps only be achieved through the long-term and committed efforts of scientists and science
journalists in translating complex scientific issues into transparent information and problem-solving
approach choices, even if this means admitting to scientific uncertainty in areas of science that are
still under development and the subjects of active research.
8. Taking Action on Adolescent Literacy
By Judith L. Irvin, Julie Meltzer and Melinda S. Dukes Student Motivation, Engagement and
Achievement, ASCD publication. This research article highlights when engagement for teenagers
occurs, stating that:
• Topic needs to be one they feel is important
• Topic needs to be something they feel strongly about or are interested in
3
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•

It needs to take place when they want to do it “just in time”

The authors also state that engagement leads to sustained interaction and practice. Motivation and
engagement are a primary means for improving literacy. Motivation leads to engagement. We are
motivated to engage when we are interested or have a real purpose for doing so. The authors attest
to the critical nature of engagement saying because” the level of engagement over time is the
vehicle through which classroom instruction influences student outcomes.”
9. The Sea Change project will build on the outcomes from the Sea for Society project. In the context of
routes of engagement Sea for Society has shown a way to get stakeholders engaged in ocean related
society issues. Sea for Society (SFS) is a European Project funded by DG Research & Innovation
under the Theme Science in Society. The project engages stakeholders, citizens and youth in an open
and participatory dialogue to share knowledge, forge partnerships and empower actors on societal
issues related to Ocean. In doing so, the project aims to develop and enrich the concept of "Blue
Society", preparing at the same time mechanisms for cooperation.
Public Engagement in Research (PER) as it relates to European maritime policy is at the core of the
process. SFS mobilizes marine researchers, Civil Society Organisations - CSO's and individual citizens
and youth through mutual learning and open dialogue to debate key societal questions related with
the Ocean, extract cross-cutting issues and propose challenge-driven solutions to fostering the
sustainable management of marine eco-system services.
The project has brought together a multidisciplinary partnership of 20 partners from 10 countries
representing marine research institutes, funding agencies, science museums and aquaria, CSO's,
higher education institutes and business networks. From 2012 to 2015, SFS shaped the new concept
of "Blue Society" and improved the governance of research related to the oceans and seas. This is a
first step for a cross-sectorial dialogue in Europe on the relation between the Ocean and the citizen’s
daily life activities
10. Learning Science in Informal Environments (2009)
Philip Bell, Bruce Lewenstein, Andrew W. Shouse, and Michael A. Feder, Editors, Committee on
Learning Science in Informal Environments, National Research Council
http://www.nap.edu/read/12190/chapter/1 This book analyses research on science learning in
informal learning environments, such as museums, zoos, and science centers. It discusses the design
of these environments that best engages visitors. The book highlights the fact that visitors learn
attitudes, approaches and practices related to science through the intentional design of the informal
learning spaces.

3. Sea Change Plans for Engagement as described in the Social Innovation
Participation Process (SIPP).
In the context of Sea Change the Social Innovation Participation Process (SIPP) has been presented as a way
to get engagement from stakeholders. The SIPP training for Sea Change participants at the National
University of Ireland of Galway (NUIG) in September 2015 offered processes to engage the various audiences
in co-creation of activities and programmes. As part of their commitment to Sea Change project (2015 2018)
work NUIG has delivered a Participation Protocol Training Manual document. The team at NUIG are
4
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incorporating the SIPP processes as a way to involve stakeholders in the process of change related to ocean
literacy in Europe. The NUIG team has provided training to Sea Change partners and work package leaders
about the process to get the partners involved in use of a Collective Intelligence (CI) methodology to
involve target group(s) in active, direct participation for Sea Change.
Using Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM) as a CI approach that is a barriers and value structuring
methodology and is a process of critical learning and reflection followed by action, and then by more critical
learning to enable mobilisation, design and development ‘with’ people rather than on their behalf. The
Participation Protocol involves a process of engagement as well. Participation is about collaboration,
empowerment and direct active engagement with the specified target group through ALL stages of the Sea
Change work. Participation is about speaking and listening to people on their own terms. Participation goes
significantly beyond just asking people for their opinions or what might be called ‘participation by
consultation’. It gives a target group a voice about the barriers to change and ownership and responsibility
for solutions to influence their welfare.
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OCEAN LITERACY
ROUTES OF

Survey Respondents and
Referenced Organisations

HCMR | Green Bubbles | VLIZ | University of Tirana | DTU
Aqua | Aqua TT | University of Zadar | CEFAS | CaNOE
CIIMAR | European Marine Board | AWI | National Marine
Aquarium | NUI Galway | Titanic Belfast | Mapvision | Pearson
College | Marine Biological Association | Oakley Intertidal |
University of Gothenburg | Sussex Wildlife Trust| MARUM |
Eurogeo | College of Exploration | Stichting de Noordze | Atlantic Sea Kayaking | Reef Check Italia | COMPASS ONLINE |
Ciencia Viva | Marine Institute | Ulster Wildlife | PML | Sea
Grant | Avanqua | Shark Trust | Monterey Bay Aquarium | WDC
| Maritime Museum and Aquarium | IGU | PROSEA | ASD Infomare | National Visserijmuseum Oostduinkerke | RSPB |
|MKEN | Galway Atlantaquarium | Universidad Complutense
de Madrid | Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences | Consortium for Ocean Leadership | Max Planck Institute for Marine
Microbiology | Atlas of Life in the Coastal Wilderness | Alfred
Wegener Institution |Woodbridge Marine Discovery Centre

ENGAGEMENT
Sea Change Survey Results,
October, 2015 (N=37)

Reasons for Effectiveness

TYPE OF ORGANISATION: In addition to our partner
organisations, the types of organisations referenced
with successful routes of engagement were relatively
evenly split among aquaria or museums, NGO, government institution, academic institutions, followed by a
smaller number of business entities, professional society, conservation franchise, non-profit/charity, or environmental
education
centre
or
school.

Non European Countries:
Canada (2), US (2), Australia (1)

Top Ten Routes of Engagement
33

31

Communication Methods
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Number of Responses
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Has high visibility to others
Updates activities regularly
Leverages other EU projects
Leverages the multiplier effect
Focuses on local marine topics
Works with policy and government
Involves personal contact to citizens
Holds consultations with stakeholders
Uses interactive and appealing exhibits
Mobilizes a wide variety of stakeholders
Employs diverse routes for diverse public
Improves marine environmental knowledge
Has excellent staff and committed volunteers
Helps consumers make better seafood choices

AUDIENCE: Responses indicated these successful routes of engagement work with a wide
range of audiences ranging from children to
adults, including families to university students
and faculty, teachers, policy makers, media,
government officials, other NGOs, professionals
at sea, business and “everyone who eats fish.”
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Onsite Activities

Kayaking
Summer science camp

Citizen science projects
Snorkeling

Citizen action projects
Visiting research ships
Boat Trips

Science fairs
Learning resources,
Sea Fairs and Family Days
Art initiatives | School visits
Exhibits | Public lectures
Festivals | Nature guides

1.

Websites

2.

Newsletters

3.

Twitter

4.

Blog

5.

Facebook

6.

Position papers

7.

Surveys

8.

Press Releases

9.

Videos

10. Ebooks

Key Programs
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Appendix A – Routes of Engagement Survey
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Q1 Name of your organisation:
Answered: 37

Skipped: 0

#

Responses

Date

1

Flanders Marine Institute

10/13/2015 8:07 AM

2

HCMR

10/9/2015 12:06 PM

3

Green bubbles

10/8/2015 7:32 AM

4

Flanders Marine Institute (VLIZ)

10/7/2015 3:38 AM

5

University of Tirana

10/6/2015 8:15 AM

6

DTU Aqua

10/5/2015 3:34 PM

7

Flanders Marine Institute (VLIZ)

10/5/2015 8:35 AM

8

AquaTT

10/5/2015 7:41 AM

9

University of Zadar

10/5/2015 5:03 AM

10

Universidad Complutense de Madrid

10/4/2015 1:39 PM

11

Cefas

10/2/2015 10:27 AM

12

CEFAS

10/2/2015 10:03 AM

13

DTU Aqua

10/2/2015 5:24 AM

14

CaNOE

10/1/2015 6:16 PM

15

CIIMAR

10/1/2015 12:14 PM

16

European Marine Board

9/30/2015 12:21 PM

17

AWI

9/23/2015 4:05 AM

18

National Marine Aquarium

9/15/2015 9:25 AM

19

Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences

9/15/2015 6:03 AM

20

National Marine Aquarium

9/8/2015 8:59 AM

21

NUI Galway

9/7/2015 12:08 PM

22

Titanic Belfast

9/2/2015 7:23 AM

23

Cefas

8/25/2015 5:06 AM

24

Consortium for Ocean Leadership

8/21/2015 11:50 AM

25

Mapvision

8/18/2015 9:44 AM

26

Max Planck Institute for Marine Microbiology

8/11/2015 12:41 AM

27

Pearson College

8/10/2015 12:39 PM

28

Marine Biological Association

8/10/2015 5:22 AM

29

Atlas of Life in the Coastal Wilderness

8/8/2015 5:03 PM

30

Cefas

8/7/2015 4:08 AM

31

OAKLEY INTERTIDAL

8/5/2015 7:15 AM

32

University of Gothenburg

8/5/2015 5:47 AM

33

Sussex Wildlife Trust

8/5/2015 5:19 AM

34

MARUM

8/3/2015 8:35 AM

35

AquaTT

7/31/2015 4:48 AM
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36

Eurogeo

7/29/2015 2:21 PM

37

College of Exploration

7/29/2015 11:36 AM
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Q2 Name of person filling in survey:
Answered: 37

Skipped: 0

#

Responses

Date

1

Evy Copejans

10/13/2015 8:07 AM

2

Martha Papathanassiou

10/9/2015 12:06 PM

3

Monica Previati

10/8/2015 7:32 AM

4

Michèle Van den Berghe

10/7/2015 3:38 AM

5

Jostina

10/6/2015 8:15 AM

6

Line Reeh

10/5/2015 3:34 PM

7

Jan Seys

10/5/2015 8:35 AM

8

John Joyce

10/5/2015 7:41 AM

9

Melita Mokos

10/5/2015 5:03 AM

10

María Luisa de Lázaro y Torres

10/4/2015 1:39 PM

11

Kieran Hyder

10/2/2015 10:27 AM

12

Susana Lincoln

10/2/2015 10:03 AM

13

Line Reeh

10/2/2015 5:24 AM

14

Michelle Lloyd

10/1/2015 6:16 PM

15

Joana Reis

10/1/2015 12:14 PM

16

Veronica French

9/30/2015 12:21 PM

17

Kristina Bär

9/23/2015 4:05 AM

18

Liz Cole

9/15/2015 9:25 AM

19

Sigrid Maebe

9/15/2015 6:03 AM

20

Liz Cole

9/8/2015 8:59 AM

21

C. Domegan

9/7/2015 12:08 PM

22

Susan Heaney

9/2/2015 7:23 AM

23

Paul Buckley

8/25/2015 5:06 AM

24

Kristen Yarincik

8/21/2015 11:50 AM

25

Peter Weenink

8/18/2015 9:44 AM

26

Anna Kopf

8/11/2015 12:41 AM

27

Anne Stewart

8/10/2015 12:39 PM

28

Fiona Crouch

8/10/2015 5:22 AM

29

Libby Hepburn

8/8/2015 5:03 PM

30

Georgia Bayliss-Brown

8/7/2015 4:08 AM

31

Judith Oakley

8/5/2015 7:15 AM

32

Susan Gotensparre and Géraldine Fauville

8/5/2015 5:47 AM

33

Olle Åkesson

8/5/2015 5:19 AM

34

Albert Gerdes

8/3/2015 8:35 AM

35

John Joyce

7/31/2015 4:48 AM
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Karl DONERT

7/29/2015 2:21 PM

37

Peter Tuddenhm

7/29/2015 11:36 AM
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Q3 Country:
Answered: 37

Skipped: 0

Answer Choices

Responses

Belgium (1)

13.51%

5

Denmark (2)

5.41%

2

France (3)

0.00%

0

Germany (4)

8.11%

3

Greece (5)

2.70%

1

Ireland (6)

8.11%

3

Italy (7)

2.70%

1

Norway (8)

0.00%

0

Portugal (9)

2.70%

1

Romania (10)

0.00%

0

Spain (11)

2.70%

1

Sweden (12)

2.70%

1

The Netherlands (13)

2.70%

1

UK (14)

29.73%

11

Other (15)

18.92%

7

Total

37

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
15.00

Median
13.00

Mean
9.59

Standard Deviation
5.41

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Albania

10/6/2015 8:15 AM

2

Croatia

10/5/2015 5:03 AM

3

Canada

10/1/2015 6:16 PM

4

United States

8/21/2015 11:50 AM

5

Canada (students from 85 countries)

8/10/2015 12:39 PM

6

Australia

8/8/2015 5:03 PM

7

USA

7/29/2015 11:36 AM
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Q4 What "routes of engagement" does your
organisation use to reach the public about
ocean literacy? (Please check all that apply)
Answered: 35

Skipped: 2

Answer Choices

Responses

Web sites and blogs (9)

88.57%

31

Social Media (15)

80.00%

28

Citizen science projects (1)

65.71%

23

Sea fairs or family days (2)

62.86%

22

Public lectures (12)

62.86%

22

Video (16)

51.43%

18

Newsletters (19)

51.43%

18

Field trips to seaside, beach, marsh, etc. (21)

51.43%

18

Museum or aquarium exhibits (18)

42.86%

15

Art initiatives (5)

37.14%

13

Books (29)

34.29%

12

Other (36)

31.43%

11

Intergenerational activities (8)

25.71%

9

Academic competitions or other awards (14)

25.71%

9

Cultural initiatives (7)

22.86%

8

Nature guides/booklets (22)

22.86%

8

TV broadcasts (23)

22.86%

8

Sustainable seafood programs (3)

20.00%

7

Tours/ecotours (24)

20.00%

7

Apps (17)

17.14%

6

Storytelling (31)

17.14%

6

Webinars (11)

14.29%

5

Naturalist/interpreter at seaside location (27)

14.29%

5

Innovative problem-solving ideas, e.g. solutions for plastic debris (4)

11.43%

4

Film festivals (13)

11.43%

4

Recreation, e.g. sailing, kayaking (25)

11.43%

4

Scuba diving (26)

11.43%

4

11.43%

4

8.57%

3

Whale watching/sea life boat trips (32)
Music programs (6)
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Games (20)

8.57%

3

Sign posts with ocean information by the sea or at beach (33)

8.57%

3

Hands-on engineering experiences, such as building robots, ROVs etc. (34)

8.57%

3

Podcasts (10)

5.71%

2

Telepresence (live video streaming) (28)

5.71%

2

E-books (30)

5.71%

2

Summer camp for young people (35)

2.86%

1

Total Respondents: 35

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
36.00

Median
15.00

Mean
15.08

Standard Deviation
9.45

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

elearning and science contest for students

10/13/2015 8:07 AM

2

Planet Aqua marine education programme for primary schools (see www.planetaqua.ie)

10/5/2015 7:41 AM

3

workshops for children

10/5/2015 5:03 AM

4

I don't know. Perhaps researchers.

10/4/2015 1:39 PM

5

School activities, i.e. during National Science Week

10/2/2015 10:03 AM

6

annual conference

10/1/2015 6:16 PM

7

As an organisation at the science-policy interface, we raise awareness/highlight issues such as ocean literacy through

9/30/2015 12:21 PM

facilitating expert working groups and producing position papers on topics, eg. EMB Position paper 19 'Linking Oceans
& Human Health, A Strategic Research Priority for Europe'. We continue to highlight the issue through dissemination
activities eg. distributing position papers to relevant events and giving presentations at events; including sessions
when we organise conferences, eg. we had a session on Oceans and Human Health at a science policy conference
we organised in 2014 'EurOCEAN 2014'. We also communicate about ocean literacy through our network, eg. the
EMB Communications Panel.
8

Open doors of our ship Information stand on events

9/15/2015 6:03 AM

9

Huge variety of Marine work across different schools and colleges within the University

9/7/2015 12:08 PM

10

Stealth learning resources ie. downloadable activity sheets for families Live interactions with Science Communication

9/2/2015 7:23 AM

fellows on-board Nautilus
11

science fairs / expos; policy events

8/21/2015 11:50 AM

12

Only reach EU public vicariously through students. Students dive, sea kayak, sail, visit seaside naturalist, do citizen

8/10/2015 12:39 PM

science, plastic-debris clean-ups etc.. Students from 85 countries, usually about 30 from EU.
13

Recreation refers to snorkelling which has been an excellent method of engaging young people with the marine

8/10/2015 5:22 AM

environment
14

BioBlitzes and adding to the Atlas of Life and Atlas of Living Australia database

8/8/2015 5:03 PM

15

Seashore Safaris

8/5/2015 7:15 AM

16

Schoollab addressing young people from Kindergarten to 12th grade.

8/3/2015 8:35 AM

17

Week-long primary level teacher training programme in Dublin Bay area as part of the national 'Explorers' ocean

7/31/2015 4:48 AM

literacy initiative. Marine-themed cartoon drawing classes for children with marine animals as subjects and a strong
marine conservation message using the 'Black John the Bogus Pirate Cartoon Workbook of Marine Beasts'
18

Publications, lobbying

7/29/2015 2:21 PM
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Q5 First description of a successful "route
of engagement" by your organisation and
its benefits for public understanding of the
ocean.
Answered: 25

Skipped: 12

#

Responses

Date

1

Networking and collaborating with school curriculum developers, the board members in science teacher associations

10/13/2015 8:41 AM

and school textbook writers. Investing in a long lasting relationship with them results in a better flow of ocean
information to teachers and their students from more ocean topics in classes, textbooks, even to a change of the
school curriculum.
2

Art Exhbition: An Art Competition to introduce the dimension of Art in the Science world and vice versa. A peculiar

10/9/2015 12:56 PM

"marriage" between science and art, where the inspiration and captured feelings were presented together towards the
exploration of our seas. The PERSEUS project and the Athens School of Fine Arts showcased the results of the
PERSEUS@Art contest in an exhibition entitled “Images of the Sea”. The works aimed to raise awareness on
maintaining clean seas in southern Europe. The exhibition culminated in an Awards Ceremony when the three
winners were awarded the top prizes, in the presence of all project participants, during the General Assembly meeting
week.
3

Snorkeling activities with kids and adults https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysJqj0-N19Q

10/8/2015 7:49 AM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVwz_-or_Hs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8SVfM8kHfs
4

VLIZ Young Marine Scientists' Day: More than 300 – mostly young – marine and coastal experts from all disciplines

10/7/2015 3:55 AM

come to this event to share knowledge from lectures, posters, demonstrations and interactive sessions
5

Social Media - https://www.facebook.com/Aaleekspedition. Engaging fishermen and others in research cruise to study

10/5/2015 3:38 PM

the decline of the European Eel. Interactions creating both new ideas for research and new understanding with
followers of page.
6

"Peeling shrimp activity" with elder people from rest homes en children primary schools led to a very successful

10/5/2015 9:00 AM

intergenerational action and story-telling process (www.vliz.be/en/peeling-shrimp-and-oral-history)
7

Planet Aqua - a programme to raise awareness of ocean issues at primary school level in Ireland. The programme

10/5/2015 8:01 AM

included lesson plans for primary schools contained in an attractive ring folder, exhibitions in Dublin and Cork, and an
interactive website www.planetaqua.ie containing electronic versions of the the material. The combination of clear,
concise information about the sea, designed to inform teachers, students and the general public while being relevant
to the national curriculum and presented in an attractive, easily understandable form, with public exhibitions in Cork
and Dublin were the keys to this projects success.
8

Twitter and social media. I have recently published a paper on citizen science that we used social media to publicise

10/2/2015 10:32 AM

(mainly twitter). The paper has been downloaded over 500 times.
9

Newsletters (via email) - We disseminate a few news stories on a monthly basis to a large list of subscribers. The
stories are carefully selected from sources such as the press (i.e. BBC, newspapers etc) as well as various websites of
scientific focus. Subscribers can also get in touch to flag stories of interest, as well as submitting their comments,
suggestions etc. We can track the impact of the newsletter through the use an automated email campaign system.
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10

"CIIMAR at School" To encourage the curiosity of young students about Marine and Environmental Sciences and

10/1/2015 12:22 PM

introduce to them related concepts, CIIMAR researchers developed the outreach programme “CIIMAR at School “ on
May 2012. CIIMAR at School is a multi-approach outreach project designed especially for students and teachers from
elementary to secondary education. The project fits the goals of the national Ministry of Education and Science which
identified as its major intervention priorities education and training of a new generation interested and able to value
knowledge and culture, and motivated to work with effort and scientific rigour, approaching the student population and
the professionals working in the field of science, arts and literature. The CIIMAR programme was intended to create
and/or consolidate strong two-way interactions of knowledge transfer and sharing of resources by taking scientists to
schools to give lectures within their field of expertise and assist teachers with free experimental protocols for hands-on
science activities in Marine and Environmental Sciences available in a free web-based platform. The experimental
protocols address a series of topics related, among others, to climate change, the impact of pollution, integrated
aquaculture, ecosystem services and blue biotechnology which are an integral part of national educational curricula,
several of them of essential contribution to ocean literacy. The hands-on science activities have been providing a lively
effective approach to introduce school students important topics and were framed within the project “Knowing the
Ocean”, a navigation chart for ocean literacy to adapt the seven Main Principles about the Ocean identified by the
initiative “Ocean Literacy Network” to the Portuguese reality and national school curricula. They require simple, easyto-find materials and work on a Do It Yourself basis. Since October 2012, they have been accessed by teachers and
science educators from all over Portugal. In the activities students are also acquainted with a variety of aquatic
organisms, some living in extreme habitats, with key roles in trophic chains, provided by CIIMAR to the schools. The
experimental activities were also taken in a fresh approach allying the volunteer collaboration of university students.
Anchored on CIIMAR researchers and technicians, the university students performed the activities with their highschool colleagues helping enhance curiosity about the science activities. Between April 2013 and March 2014,
together with CIIMAR researchers and technicians, 25 undergraduates from the University of Porto did 125 activities
with 919 high-school students. (http://www.ciimar.up.pt/oCIIMARnaEscola)
11

Position papers. They summarise an issue in a format that differs from scientific papers, which opens up readership to

9/30/2015 12:26 PM

a wider audience.
12

School/Education Programme. 30,000 school visits per year from preschool to university level curriculum linked,

9/15/2015 9:50 AM

guided tours, workshops and group shows.
13

Open doors of our oceanographic research vessel RV Belgica, once every 2 years. People can visit the vessel in the

9/15/2015 7:24 AM

port, scientists are in the lab to give information to the public. The visitors (around 1000 per year) go home with a new
idea on why oceanographic research is important and with some general ocean literacy.
14

Exhibits: The exhibits in the new Ocean Exploration Centre have been specifically designed with stealth learning in

9/2/2015 7:40 AM

mind. Each exhibit uses actual scientific data or instruments presented to the public in a simple, explanatory and
interactive way to stimulate and inspire visitors to find out more. The simplicity of the presentation and easy of use
removes the inhibitions of guest who, at first, do not understand what they are looking at. Interpretation used is in a
manner such that the majority of age groups can understand what is presented to them. Knowledgeable staff on hand
allows those with more curiosity to find out more, or to be directed as to where they may find out more.
www.titanicbelfast.com
15

Media activity / press releases. Highlights the work that we do on marine science via print and broadcast media to a

8/25/2015 5:12 AM

wider audience to raise awareness on issues from shellfish hygiene to climate change
16

ocean science competition: engages high school students and teachers in ocean science and stewardship;

8/21/2015 11:51 AM

additionally engages families and creates more awareness in parents; www.nosb.org
17

Public lectures and science fairs on a local range. The personal contact to citizens is very important and is - in my

8/11/2015 12:44 AM

opinion - the most successful route of engagement
18

Marine science class with lots of hands-on and field trip activities. Course has International Baccalaureate (IB),

8/10/2015 12:51 PM

Standard Level status. Most students do not go on in Mar. Sci. but go on as ocean science literate citizens with
lifetime memories that shape their pathways.
19

Citizen science projects such as Shore Thing (www.mba.ac.uk/shore_thing) and Alien Invaders. Citizens are involved

8/10/2015 5:33 AM

in 'REAL' science, collected data that is available to the wider community via the National Biodiversity website
(www.nbn.org). Whilst carrying out the surveys citizens learn about marine issues such as: climate change, invasive
species, pollution and extreme weather events.
20

Field trips, with an expert. They are explorations into the unknown for everyone and we never know what we will find,
so everyone gets engaged and interested and the naturalist/scientist gives us insights into a complex and exciting

8/8/2015 5:04 PM

alien world leaving us wanting to learn more
21

Sharkbywatch live shark dissection at Natural History Museum, London, UK. Helps raise interest in unwanted bywatch

8/7/2015 4:11 AM

of sharks. http://sharkbywatch.org/
22

development of computer-based learning resources addressing issues related to climate change.
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23

Specially designed, 'octopus-shaped' public display stand (as part of mobilisation for the 'Sea for Society' project) at

7/31/2015 5:02 AM

the Dublin Port Festival, World Oceans Day celebration (Galway Atlantaquaria and National Research Vessel open
day) and at the 'Harnessing Our Ocean Wealth/SeaFest events in Cork this June. This stand, accompanied by the
handing out of 'I Love the Sea' stickers and a specially designed 'Sea for Society Compendium' booklet of interesting
facts about the sea in a popular, cartoon-illustrated format, was a huge success (See:http://seaforsocietyireland.blogspot.ie/). These stands were of enormous benefit in acting as a dramatic focal point for attention during the
events where people flocked to pick up stickers and books and to learn more about the ocean from the staff present.
24

Social media - extensive outreach, expertise, lots of info available

7/29/2015 2:23 PM

25

Online workshops

7/29/2015 11:36 AM
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Q6 Second description of a successful
"route of engagement" by your organisation
and its benefits for public understanding of
the ocean.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 13

#

Responses

Date

1

World Oceans Day Sea Fair event with lot's of lectures, workshops, blue science cafés, seamarket and films. This

10/13/2015 8:41 AM

annual event grows larger every year, it attracts a large variety of people who are interested in the sea.
2

School Network: an initiative for schools, teachers and students who participate in Environmental Education

10/9/2015 12:56 PM

Programmes which address the marine environment. The network offers the opportunity to school students to study
environmental issues and problems of their region and share opinions about the different ways through which young
people can help to protect the historic waters of the Mediterranean and Black Seas.
3

Sea day, cleaning the beach https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dL6hUYfRtRY https://www.youtube.com/watch?

10/8/2015 7:49 AM

v=8_HW91pkHdA
4

World Ocean Day: Flanders Marine Institute organizes this event with lectures, science cafés, seamarket, workshops,

10/7/2015 3:55 AM

films, etc.
5

Press work in general.

10/5/2015 3:38 PM

6

Sea Fair at the occasion of World Ocean Day 2015 and in the framework of Sea For Society in Ostend, with many

10/5/2015 9:00 AM

formats, different stakeholders and a very cosy atmosphere (www.vliz.be/en/2015-06-06-worldoceanday-2015).
7

Sea for Society, is an ongoing EU FP7 programme to raise ocean literacy in Europe, leading to the creation of a 'Blue

10/5/2015 8:01 AM

Society' (www.seaforsociety.eu). This project included a detailed literature review related to the ocean as 'A Place to
Live', 'A Source of Food', 'A Means of Transport', 'A Source of Energy', 'A Resource for Leisure and Tourism' and 'A
Source of Human Health'. One of the reasons for the success of Sea for Society in Ireland was the consultations
carried out with groups of 'Stakeholders' (those whose living was derived from the sea) and 'Citizens/Youth' (a crosssection of the general public). Findings from these consultations (which were also carried out in project member
countries across Europe) informed the 'mobilisation' of the project which allowed effort to be best targeted in changing
public opinion towards a 'Blue Society' in which humankind lives in harmony with the Ocean. This process was also
assisted by the use of 'Social Marketing' under the advice of experts from the National University of Ireland (Galway).
8

Blogging provides a great example of generating interest and education. I have produced blogs on sea angling and

10/2/2015 10:32 AM

citizen science that have led to many questions from the public about the work and how to find out more.
9

Annual Maritime Festival (Great Yarmouth) - We bring our own research vessel to this festival, which is then used as a

10/2/2015 10:05 AM

flagship for the work we do as well as other activities related to the sea; in the last festival for example it was used by
the Sea Search and Rescue helicopter to do a demonstration of an emergency rescue. A diver was deployed on the
deck of our vessel from a helicopter, and the images were displayed in the local/regional press and TV, as well as
advertised through our own social media channels.
10

The MoBIDiC (Intertidal Biodiversity Monitoring and Marine Science Dissemination was initially launched in 2005 and

10/1/2015 12:22 PM

works with schools to monitor the marine life in the Portuguese rocky beaches. All the collected information will be
available online on a proper database. The aim of the program goes beyond the promotion and awareness of
biodiversity. The collected data is important for research. It allows detection of changes, for example, the detection of
qualitative/quantitative variations caused by season, by ecological catastrophes or, at medium/long term, by climate
change. Students and teachers have the opportunity to learn about the fauna and flora of the Portuguese coast and to
contact with the scientific methods for monitoring the distribution and abundance of species. http://www.mobidic.pt/
11

Hosting Activities. Host staff working with the public to engage and enthuse the public within the aquarium. Hosts

9/15/2015 9:50 AM

"busk" around at busy times with artefacts, props and activities. A full show and themed activites programme during all
holiday seasons
12

Celebration World Ocean Day: our Museum of Natural Sciences was free for everybody during this day in 2015. We
organised lots of activities but the live autopsy of seal and porpoise were the things that people came for (600 visitors).
I think we will organise this again. Visitors were impressed by the fact that these animals live in Belgium and by the
scientific research we do on these animals.
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13

Family engagement days / festivals: Where we actively engage the public in conducting simple experiments which

9/2/2015 7:40 AM

demonstrate how various marine science experiments work. This enables guest to understand more about the
principles and ecology of the world’s oceans, encouraging them to become marine stewards. Using local examples of
the principles in action relates the ocean to each guests lives and usually motivates them to find out how they can be
more involved.
14

Citizen science projects, engaging the public on issues such as recreational fishing and coastal temperature change,

8/25/2015 5:12 AM

the latter going back a number of decades through the coastal temperature network
15

social media, particularly World Ocean Day live twitter event: engaged ocean science experts in answering public

8/21/2015 11:51 AM

questions; 4,575,500 impressions (almost 395,000 accounts reached); http://oceanleadership.org/consortium-forocean-leadership-world-oceans-day-live-twitter-event/
16

Social media accounts

8/11/2015 12:44 AM

17

IB Creativity-Action-Service (CAS) program that includes sea kayaking, sailing, sea canoeing & SCUBA program over
two years. For example keen SCUBA students may advance to PADI DiveMaster level. In second year once

8/10/2015 12:51 PM

comfortable, citizen science-type activities available. Benefits as above.
18

Sea fairs or events such as the annual Bioblitz introduce a large number of people of all ages to the marine and

8/10/2015 5:33 AM

coastal environment.
19

We use the Atlas of Life www.alcw.org.au database as a route to engage people in joint group and networked
activities and surveys and also to encourage individual recording into our regional and then national database. People

8/8/2015 5:04 PM

feel they are contributing to something meaningful and as they build up journals of sightings they gather knowledge
and deeper connections and understanding
20

Marine Science blog (https://marinescience.blog.gov.uk/) on the UK Government website informing the public of the

8/7/2015 4:11 AM

work that Cefas does.
21

classroom activities on marine biodiversity

8/5/2015 5:49 AM

22

Five-day intensive primary-school teacher training courses on how to integrate marine subjects into the existing

7/31/2015 5:02 AM

syllabus of the national school curriculum. These courses, which were begun ten years ago by the Marine Institute,
are now run both in Galway and Dublin with the assistance of the local Education Centres and are co-ordinated yearround by the Galway Atlantaquaria. (See: http://seaforsociety-ireland.blogspot.ie/ ). These courses are of enormous
benefit in showing primary school teachers that, even though there is no 'marine' subject on the existing Irish primary
school curriculum, they can still teach and entire week or more on 'The Sea' by using marine examples to illustrate the
various curriculum subjects.
23

Our newsletter - has over 12000 subscribers, lots of multipliers

7/29/2015 2:23 PM

24

Creating videos

7/29/2015 11:36 AM
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Q7 Third description of a successful "route
of engagement" by your organisation and
its benefits for public understanding of the
ocean.
Answered: 24

Skipped: 13

#

Responses

Date

1

Marine Art project, marine scientists provided inspiration for students and teachers from an art school. The enthusiasm
of the 1250 participants resulted in 65 workshops and an art exposition of more than 300 art exhibits.

10/13/2015 8:41 AM

2

Citizen Science Campaigns: Marine litter watch application and jelly fish spotting campaigns.

10/9/2015 12:56 PM

3

One night for the sea: evening conferences in the main squares of the tourist Ligurian cities
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqO5c0Re9iA

10/8/2015 7:49 AM

4

PlaneetZee@work: bringing marine sciences to the secondary schools

10/7/2015 3:55 AM

5

PS: A question for the makers of this survey: How do you define Ocean Literacy - and you take for granted that
engaging the public is necessarily something a research institution should do? Would have been very nice with some

10/5/2015 3:38 PM

more informative context and introduction to all the things being taken for granted in this survey - to secure more
relevant answers:-)
6

"Marine Art", a ocean science & arts interaction ending up with hundreds of pieces of art developed by > 1000
students form an art academy and underpinned with science (www.marineatugent.be/content/marine-art-book)

10/5/2015 9:00 AM

7

Members of AquaTT have also been involved in assisting with the 'Explorers' marine education programme, devised

10/5/2015 8:01 AM

by the Marine Institute and aimed at bringing ocean literacy into primary schools. (See: www.explorers.ie). This highly
successful programme consists of placing marine aquaria into school classrooms, organising teacher training
programmes on ocean literacy (including week-long practical teaching programmes for teachers in collaboration with
local education centres) and the production of a high quality manual and website. The Explorers programme has been
running now for ten years.
8

We have engaged in citizen science with charter boat skipper to put tags on sharks and with divers to collect
temperature data.

10/2/2015 10:32 AM

9

School activities in the local area - they have been going on for a while, and seem to be successful. The feedback
received from teachers and pupils is very good. They are usually focused on a particular aspect of the marine

10/2/2015 10:05 AM

environment, with practical activities to allow the children to get a hands on experience.
10

CIIMAR manages two Centres for Environmental Interpretation and Monitoring (CMIAs) through agreements with the
City Councils of Vila do Conde and Matosinhos. Outreach activities includes temporary exhibitions, seminars,

10/1/2015 12:22 PM

workshops performed regular in house and field trips for public of different ages.
11

Aquarium Lates Programme- a series of after hour sessions at the Aquarium with different themes from Adult only to

9/15/2015 9:50 AM

Firework specials to Autism Awareness. The aim of the evenings is to provide a slightly different focus for a visit and
allows people to see the Aquarium in a different light.
12

Web news and Facebook. On the website and the facebook page of our institute, we give information on activities and

9/15/2015 7:24 AM

research, but also on special biological/geological events that took place at sea or our institute e.g. stranding of
whales and dolphins, windmills at sea, waves and currents.
13

Telepresence: By streaming live exploration and hosting interactions with those on-board the exploration vessel
Nautilus, our visitors can actively ask questions of those involved in exploring the world’s oceans. Many visitors find it
difficult to believe that the video feeds are live until they have a question answered by the team on board.

9/2/2015 7:40 AM

Knowledgeable staff in the area where the feeds are happening assist with the interpretation and engage with those
who are hesitant to ask questions. The fact that there is nowhere else on the island of Ireland where this type of
interaction happens is an extra incentive for guests to become involved in “something special”.
14

Engagement through EU projects, including public perception studies on the marine environment and climate change

8/25/2015 5:12 AM

as well as partnership working with local fishing communities (e.g. GAP 2)
15

Field trips (to labs & coastal sites, aboard ships): engages students in science and conservation issues; teaches
scientific process and understanding; in some cases immediate conservation/restoration impact
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16

Video with multiple subtitles. with the help of the Ocean Sampling Day (OSD) consortium we also managed to provide

8/11/2015 12:44 AM

subtitles in more than 8 different languages.
17

Visits (especially over-nights) to Race Rocks Ecological Reserve. A very small, isolated, island rich in bioidversity and

8/10/2015 12:51 PM

ecological investigation. Huge focus on everyday sustainability at personal and household level. Big surprise to many
how interesting nature is and how easy it is to reduce personal carbon, water and waste stream. Changes
perspectives and builds hope for change.
18

Snorkelling has been a great way to introduce young people to the marine environment by showing them first-hand the
creatures that life below the waves and the threats.

8/10/2015 5:33 AM

19

Public lectures - although we call them "Celebrations" of something with an expert to share detailed specialist
knowledge and usually food and fun as well.

8/8/2015 5:04 PM

20

Marlisco project (http://www.marlisco.eu/) several projects, including public displays and educational competitions for

8/7/2015 4:11 AM

schools, highlighting problems with marine litter.
21

summer science camp at marine field station.

8/5/2015 5:49 AM

22

'Blue Talks' - modeled on the TED Talk example - were held in the Science Gallery in Dublin and at the SeaFest
ocean event in Cork in July 2015. These short popular talks, delivered by national and world experts on the Sea,
attracted large audiences and a great response. The use of social media afterwards to transmit the talks considerably

7/31/2015 5:02 AM

increased the audiences for the talks and the penetration of the main message of 'Ocean Conservation'
23

Web site - many visitors

7/29/2015 2:23 PM

24

Citizen science projects

7/29/2015 11:36 AM
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Q8 Name of Organisation:
Answered: 20

Skipped: 17

#

Responses

Date

1

Stichting de Noordzee

10/13/2015 8:53 AM

2

Reef Check Italia

10/8/2015 7:55 AM

3

COMPASS ONLINE

10/5/2015 3:41 PM

4

Ciencia Viva

10/5/2015 9:03 AM

5

Marine Institute

10/5/2015 8:04 AM

6

MBA

10/2/2015 10:07 AM

7

Ciência Viva

10/1/2015 12:26 PM

8

Atlantic Sea Kayaking

9/30/2015 12:34 PM

9

VLIZ

9/15/2015 7:28 AM

10

Ulster Wildlife

9/2/2015 7:43 AM

11

PML

8/25/2015 5:14 AM

12

Sea Grant

8/21/2015 11:55 AM

13

Alfred Wegner Institution for Polar and Marine Research

8/11/2015 12:53 AM

14

Avanqua (part of Vancouver Aquarium)

8/10/2015 1:40 PM

15

Shark Trust

8/10/2015 5:49 AM

16

Monterey Bay Aquarium

8/8/2015 5:09 PM

17

WDC Whale and Dolphin Conservation

8/7/2015 4:14 AM

18

Maritime museum and Aquarium

8/5/2015 5:52 AM

19

Marine Institute

7/31/2015 5:08 AM

20

Other geographical associations, eg IGU

7/29/2015 2:45 PM
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Q9 Country:
Answered: 20

Skipped: 17

#

Responses

Date

1

The Netherlands

10/13/2015 8:53 AM

2

Italy

10/8/2015 7:55 AM

3

US

10/5/2015 3:41 PM

4

Portugal

10/5/2015 9:03 AM

5

Ireland

10/5/2015 8:04 AM

6

UK

10/2/2015 10:07 AM

7

Portugal

10/1/2015 12:26 PM

8

Ireland

9/30/2015 12:34 PM

9

Belgium

9/15/2015 7:28 AM

10

Northern Ireland / UK

9/2/2015 7:43 AM

11

UK

8/25/2015 5:14 AM

12

United States

8/21/2015 11:55 AM

13

Germany

8/11/2015 12:53 AM

14

Canada but adding 1.3 million EU visitors through new partnership in Valencia Spain's Oceanografia

8/10/2015 1:40 PM

15

UK

8/10/2015 5:49 AM

16

USA

8/8/2015 5:09 PM

17

International (but this project is based in the UK)

8/7/2015 4:14 AM

18

Sweden

8/5/2015 5:52 AM

19

Ireland

7/31/2015 5:08 AM

20

Usa

7/29/2015 2:45 PM
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Q10 Type of organisation:
Answered: 20

Skipped: 17

Answer Choices

Responses

Aquarium or museum (1)

15.00%

3

NGO (2)

25.00%

5

Government institution (3)

25.00%

5

Business or corporation (4)

5.00%

1

Academic institution (5)

15.00%

3

Other (6)

15.00%

3

Total

20

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
6.00

Median
3.00

Mean
3.25

Standard Deviation
1.67

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Charity

9/2/2015 7:43 AM

2

hybrid: national and state level organization; often residing at academic institutions

8/21/2015 11:55 AM

3

"conservation franchise"

8/10/2015 1:40 PM

4

Professional society

7/29/2015 2:45 PM
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Q11 What best describes the outstanding
"route of engagement" that this
organisation uses to reach the public about
ocean literacy? (Please select one)
Answered: 18

Skipped: 19

Answer Choices

Responses

Citizen science projects (1)

22.22%

4

Sea fairs or family days (2)

11.11%

2

Sustainable seafood programs (3)

5.56%

1

Innovative problem-solving ideas, e.g. solutions for plastic debris (4)

0.00%

0

Art initiatives (5)

0.00%

0

Music programs (6)

0.00%

0

Cultural initiatives (7)

0.00%

0

Intergenerational activities (8)

0.00%

0

Web sites and blogs (9)

0.00%

0

Podcasts (10)

0.00%

0

Webinars (11)

0.00%

0

Public lectures (12)

0.00%

0

Film festivals (13)

0.00%

0

Academic competitions or other awards (14)

0.00%

0

Social Media (15)

5.56%

1

Video (16)

0.00%

0

Apps (17)

0.00%

0

Museum or aquarium exhibits (18)

5.56%

1

Newsletters (19)

11.11%

2

Games (20)

0.00%

0

Field trips to seaside, beach, marsh, etc. (21)

5.56%

1

Nature guides/booklets (22)

0.00%

0

TV broadcasts (23)

0.00%

0

Tours/ecotours (24)

0.00%

0

Recreation, e.g. sailing, kayaking (25)

5.56%

1

Scuba diving (26)

0.00%

0

5.56%

1

0.00%

0

Naturalist/interpreter at seaside location (27)
Telepresence (live video streaming) (28)
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Books (29)

0.00%

0

E-books (30)

0.00%

0

Storytelling (31)

0.00%

0

Whale watching/sea life boat trips (32)

0.00%

0

Sign posts with ocean information by the sea or at beach (33)

0.00%

0

Hands-on engineering experiences, such as building robots, ROVs etc. (34)

0.00%

0

Summer camp for young people (35)

5.56%

1

Other (36)

16.67%

3

Total

18

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
36.00

Median
18.50

Mean
16.56

Standard Deviation
13.47

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Traning of scientists in outreach and policy impact - http://www.compassonline.org/about

10/5/2015 3:41 PM

2

Teacher training on ocean literacy at primary school level and curriculum related teaching materials

10/5/2015 8:04 AM

3

Zeekrant (ocean newspaper)

9/15/2015 7:28 AM

4

multiple successful routes of engagement

8/21/2015 11:55 AM

5

At the field station on Heligoland they organized a lab course for school kids on regular basis during the school year
for local kids and summer camps for school classes from around the world.

8/11/2015 12:53 AM

6

Combination of all of above imbedded in a completely focussed conservation stance.

8/10/2015 1:40 PM

7

Creation of the 'Explorers' Programme (see: www.explorers.ie) - a sustainable national teacher training and schools
programme on marine conservation and education.

7/31/2015 5:08 AM

8

Conference

7/29/2015 2:45 PM
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Q12 Please describe why this "route of
engagement" is very effective for reaching
the public.
Answered: 20

Skipped: 17

#

Responses

Date

1

Their good-fish app/flyer 'VISwijzer' is an excellent aid for consumers to make a more sustainable choice.

10/13/2015 8:53 AM

2

The project improves the marine environment knowledge of citizens allows to get useful data for environmental

10/8/2015 7:55 AM

conservation and protection
3

I am not sure the important thing is reaching the general public - I think having an impact on policy and government

10/5/2015 3:41 PM

(funding and legislation) should be on the top of the list...
4

Mobilisation with a wide variety of stakeholders and in a fancy and joyful way.

10/5/2015 9:03 AM

5

In teaching teachers how to teach about the sea in an entertaining and curriculum-based fashion, and by supporting

10/5/2015 8:04 AM

them with marine fish tanks and attractive teaching materials.
6

It is very visible to others, even if they are not taking part in it

10/2/2015 10:07 AM

7

Ciência Viva is a national agency for the promotion of initiatives for the public awareness of Science and Technology in

10/1/2015 12:26 PM

Portugal. It has an extensive experience in establishing partnerships with researchers in initiatives aiming at improving
science education in elementary and secondary education schools and for the general public and is responsible for the
creation of a national network of 20 interactive Science Centers.
8

During recreational kayaking trips or kayaking courses, the guides talk about marine biology and the coastline and also
talk about marine safety. It is effective because the guides are focused on local marine topics as you do your trip eg.

9/30/2015 12:34 PM

pointing out edible seaweed or bioluminescence on night trips. http://www.atlanticseakayaking.com/
9

The Zeekrant (ocean newspaper) that is distributed during summer at the coast is a very effective way to reach the

9/15/2015 7:28 AM

public during holidays. They are informed about the ocean reading this paper, on the beach, in an informal way. They
can read the paper whenever they want.
10

Rocky Shore Rambles which they carry out on the shore encourages members of the public to find out about the

9/2/2015 7:43 AM

different species living around our caosts
11

Its very pro-active and has led to a high profile for the organisation

8/25/2015 5:14 AM

12

Multiple approaches to meet multiple audiences; is very place based

8/21/2015 11:55 AM

13

Apart from multiple other amazings things the AWI does to communicate with the public I believe that engaging with
younger people is of particular importance. They teach both, school kids and teacher. Moreover many tutors are PhD

8/11/2015 12:53 AM

students so it also teaches the young scientists how to communicate with the public.
14

Diverse routes of engagement are needed b/cs the public is so diverse.

8/10/2015 1:40 PM

15

The Shark Trust runs the 'Great Egg Case Hunt' (http://www.sharktrust.org/en/great_eggcase_hunt/). Citizens survey

8/10/2015 5:49 AM

the shore and collect shark, skate and ray eggcases. Its fun, engaging, inexpensive and introduces citizens to species
they probably don't think would live in UK seas. Numbers are declining so this is an excellent project, raising
awareness of the need to protect these species, Very specific but that can work better than projects that cover a broad
range of subjects.
16

The Aquarium is spectacular - bringing the wonders of the ocean to the public, but more than this the teams of
volunteers that share their knowledge and excitement with the public. We met a lady that had been volunteering for 23
years with monthly lectures by MBARI scientists and a large circle of other volunteers were her community. She and

8/8/2015 5:09 PM

the Aquarium must have influenced and educated millions of people
17

The engage with the public with a programme called Shorewatch where they have volunteers help them spot and

8/7/2015 4:14 AM

record cetacean sightings. http://www.wdcs.org/national_regions/scotland/shorewatch/index.php
18

Exciting program and activity for the whole family. New activities developed regularly. Outstanding and engaging staff
members.

8/5/2015 5:52 AM

19

This route directly addressed the 'citizens of tomorrow' in the need for marine stewardship by educating primary school
teachers on how to bring the sea 'into the classroom'.

7/31/2015 5:08 AM
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20

Creates potential among members for multipliers

7/29/2015 2:45 PM
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Q13 Audience for this successful "route of
engagement": (Check all that apply)
Answered: 20

Skipped: 17

Answer Choices

Responses

Children (1)

75.00%

15

Teenagers (2)

70.00%

14

Adults (3)

75.00%

15

Families (4)

60.00%

12

Government officials (5)

30.00%

6

Policy makers (6)

40.00%

8

Teachers (7)

65.00%

13

Media (8)

35.00%

7

Business (9)

25.00%

5

University students (10)

55.00%

11

University Faculty (11)

25.00%

5

Other (12)

0.00%

0

Total Respondents: 20

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
11.00

Median
4.00

Mean
5.14

Standard Deviation
3.14

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

everybody who eats fish

10/13/2015 8:53 AM

2

Other NGOs

8/10/2015 1:40 PM
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Q14 Name of Organisation:
Answered: 7

Skipped: 30

#

Responses

Date

1

PROSEA

10/13/2015 9:07 AM

2

asd Informare

10/8/2015 7:59 AM

3

Nationaal Visserijmuseum Oostduinkerke

10/7/2015 3:58 AM

4

RSPB

10/2/2015 10:12 AM

5

Woodbrige Marine Discovery Centre

8/8/2015 5:16 PM

6

MKEN (Marine Knowledge Exchange Network)

8/7/2015 4:16 AM

7

Galway Atlantaquarium

7/31/2015 5:20 AM
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Q15 Country:
Answered: 7

Skipped: 30

#

Responses

Date

1

The Netherlands

10/13/2015 9:07 AM

2

Italy

10/8/2015 7:59 AM

3

Belgium

10/7/2015 3:58 AM

4

UK

10/2/2015 10:12 AM

5

Tasmania

8/8/2015 5:16 PM

6

UK

8/7/2015 4:16 AM

7

Ireland

7/31/2015 5:20 AM
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Q16 Type of organisation:
Answered: 6

Skipped: 31

Answer Choices

Responses

Aquarium or museum (1)

33.33%

2

NGO (2)

16.67%

1

Government institution (3)

0.00%

0

Business or corporation (4)

0.00%

0

Academic institution (5)

0.00%

0

Other (6)

50.00%

3

Total

6

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
6.00

Median
4.00

Mean
3.67

Standard Deviation
2.36

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

non-profit foundation

10/13/2015 9:07 AM

2

Charity

10/2/2015 10:12 AM

3

Environmental education centre/school

8/8/2015 5:16 PM

4

Project

8/7/2015 4:16 AM
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Q17 What best describes the outstanding
"route of engagement" that this
organisation uses to reach the public about
ocean literacy? (Please select one)
Answered: 7

Skipped: 30

Answer Choices

Responses

Citizen science projects (1)

0.00%

0

Sea fairs or family days (2)

14.29%

1

Sustainable seafood programs (3)

0.00%

0

Innovative problem-solving ideas, e.g. solutions for plastic debris (4)

14.29%

1

Art initiatives (5)

0.00%

0

Music programs (6)

0.00%

0

Cultural initiatives (7)

0.00%

0

Intergenerational activities (8)

0.00%

0

Web sites and blogs (9)

0.00%

0

Podcasts (10)

0.00%

0

Webinars (11)

0.00%

0

Public lectures (12)

0.00%

0

Film festivals (13)

0.00%

0

Academic competitions or other awards (14)

0.00%

0

Social Media (15)

0.00%

0

Video (16)

0.00%

0

Apps (17)

0.00%

0

Museum or aquarium exhibits (18)

28.57%

2

Newsletters (19)

0.00%

0

Games (20)

0.00%

0

Field trips to seaside, beach, marsh, etc. (21)

14.29%

1

Nature guides/booklets (22)

0.00%

0

TV broadcasts (23)

14.29%

1

Tours/ecotours (24)

0.00%

0

Recreation, e.g. sailing, kayaking (25)

0.00%

0

Scuba diving (26)

0.00%

0

14.29%

1

0.00%

0

Naturalist/interpreter at seaside location (27)
Telepresence (live video streaming) (28)
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Books (29)

0.00%

0

E-books (30)

0.00%

0

Storytelling (31)

0.00%

0

Whale watching/sea life boat trips (32)

0.00%

0

Sign posts with ocean information by the sea or at beach (33)

0.00%

0

Hands-on engineering experiences, such as building robots, ROVs etc. (34)

0.00%

0

Summer camp for young people (35)

0.00%

0

Other (36)

0.00%

0

Total

7

Basic Statistics
Minimum
2.00

Maximum
27.00

Median
18.00

Mean
16.14

Standard Deviation
8.81

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

Training center for professionals working at sea

10/13/2015 9:07 AM

2

http://www.meetup.com/marineken/ This is a project that I help set up - The Marine Knowledge Exchange Network is a
recently established network bringing together industry, SME, policy and NGO stakeholders with world class marine

8/7/2015 4:16 AM

scientists from the University of East Anglia and its strategic partner the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and
Aquaculture Science (Cefas), with the common goal of building capacity in collaborative, stakeholder relevant marine
science. It is used to engage local industry and business with upcoming marine science.
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Q18 Please describe why this "route of
engagement" is so effective for reaching
the public.
Answered: 4

Skipped: 33

#

Responses

Date

1

ProSea Foundation provides sustainability courses for the maritime and fishing sectors, schools, governmental

10/13/2015 9:07 AM

agencies and businesses. The courses are based on the concept that ecological and commercial sustainability are
attainable.
2

The RSPB works alongside TV broadcasters (BBC) by allowing access to some of their most iconic nature reserves to
do a series of films about the seasonal changes experience by the wildlife (so there is a Spring, Winter and sometimes
Autumn series). The number of visitors to these reserves shots up during and after the emission of one of these series

10/2/2015 10:12 AM

on TV!
3

Woodbridge is an old scallop factory and the centre owns an old wooden fishing boat. There is a large vivier tank in
the middle of the building and the kids are taken on the boat where they engage in a variety of marine
experiments/surveys. This centre offers a unique experience to generations of Tasmmanian schoolchildren bringing
them close to the ocean and what lives in it and stories of unsustainable fishing and ecology. The kids are enthralled

8/8/2015 5:16 PM

and captivated by an experience which is memorable for them
4

These 'Family Days' - held twice a year at the Galway Atlantaquarium - bring together marine-themed entertainments
and popular educational shows for all ages within the aquarium. Educational talks and printed material are also
available and events are carried out in a fun-filled carnival atmosphere which is very inviting and entertaining.
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Q19 Audience for this successful "route of
engagement": (Check all that apply)
Answered: 7

Skipped: 30

Answer Choices

Responses

Children (1)

71.43%

5

Teenagers (2)

71.43%

5

Adults (3)

57.14%

4

Families (4)

57.14%

4

Government officials (5)

0.00%

0

Policy makers (6)

14.29%

1

Teachers (7)

42.86%

3

Media (8)

42.86%

3

Business (9)

42.86%

3

University students (10)

0.00%

0

University Faculty (11)

0.00%

0

Other (12)

14.29%

1

Total Respondents: 7

Basic Statistics
Minimum
1.00

Maximum
12.00

Median
4.00

Mean
4.59

Standard Deviation
3.09

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

professionals at sea

10/13/2015 9:07 AM
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Q20 Any other thoughts or comments about
"routes of engagement"?
Answered: 5

Skipped: 32

#

Responses

Date

1

As mentioned: I think a definition of what is meant by ocean literacy (in this survey) would have been interesting.

10/5/2015 3:43 PM

2

Social entrepreneurship is a powerful route of engagement.

8/10/2015 1:41 PM

3

Actual engagement with the ocean and its denizens is key. Films can show all kinds of things we will never see
ourselves, but any rockpool has a fascination and stories to tell that can engage and enchant and make connections at
a deep level.

8/8/2015 5:16 PM

4

Routes of engagement need to be carefully thought out in order to reach the maximum number of people who need to
be influenced in the most effective way. In addition, a practical and attractive 'call to action' needs to be communicated
that can be carried out with the minimum or effort and expense to achieve the maximum effect. Routes of engagement
to children need to be particularly well thought out and must take the long term view - insofar as children may not be
able to take direct action in the here and now, but are capable of being deeply influenced (by a film, a lesson that

7/31/2015 5:20 AM

empowers them to do something they have always wanted to do, or by an idea that inspires them to take a particular
path in life). Therefore, 'routes to engagement' need to be as carefully planned as any high-level business strategy,
drawing on the experience of others and keeping the end goal in mind. (If you would like any further thoughts on this,
Peter, please feel free to contact me directly (John Joyce)
5

Hope this helps.

7/29/2015 11:37 AM
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